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Abstract: Radio frequency interference (RFI) is a well-known problem in microwave radiometry
(MWR). Any undesired signal overlapping the MWR protected frequency bands introduces a bias in
the measurements, which can corrupt the retrieved geophysical parameters. This paper presents a
literature review of RFI detection and mitigation techniques for microwave radiometry from space.
The reviewed techniques are divided between real aperture and aperture synthesis. A discussion and
assessment of the application of RFI mitigation techniques is presented for each type of radiometer.

Keywords: radio frequency interference (RFI) detection; RFI mitigation; microwave radiometers;
time domain; frequency domain; statistical methods; polarimetry; real aperture radiometer; synthetic
aperture radiometer

1. Introduction

Radio frequency interference (RFI) signals are unwanted electromagnetic emissions that degrade
the performance of a receiver. Currently, the concerns about RFI are increasing because of the high
number of detected occurrences, and this problem is expanding because of the extensive use and abuse
of wireless technologies around the world. RFI signals are emitted illegally in bands reserved for
passive observations (in-band RFI), or legally in adjacent bands, but a fraction of their power leaks
into the radiometer bandwidth (near-band effect), or from harmonics of emissions at a much lower
frequency band or from intermodulation products (out-of-band effect). The origin of RFI signals can be
from different sources. RFI can be intentional or unintentional, and it can be generated externally or by
the same device (self-interference), although self-interference should be minimized by proper design.
RFI signals can even be intentional emissions (jamming) designed to override a particular frequency
band. According to [1], the allocated bands provide a statutory protection, with no guarantees against
interference occurrences from accidental out-of-band emissions to intentional jamming.

Therefore, RFI has become a dangerous threat for passive remote sensing and, in particular, for
microwave radiometry (MWR), which is used to measure a large number of geophysical parameters,
such as ice and snow cover, soil moisture, sea surface salinity, wind speed over the sea, sea ice
concentration, rain rate, atmospheric temperature and water vapor profiles, cloud liquid water content,
etc. [2]. To achieve these goals, microwave radiometers must have high sensitivity requirements, in the
order of 1 Kelvin or less (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Microwave radiometer sensitivity requirements for some typical applications [2,3]. Final
application requirements may vary case by case.

Application Sensitivity Application Sensitivity

Atmospheric temperature profile 0.3 K Atmospheric water vapor profile 0.5 K
Cloud liquid water content 1 K Sea surface temperature 0.3 K
Sea surface salinity 0.3 K Sea wind speed 1 K
Sea ice concentration 2 K Ice mapping 1 K
Rain rate 0.5 K Oil slicks 0.3 K
Soil moisture 1 K Snow cover 1 K

Although MWR operates in “protected” frequency bands, because of their high sensitivity
requirements, microwave radiometers are easily affected by RFI signals. This effect is even more
noticeable in secondary band allocations. As stated in [4], passive Earth observation is likely going
to be affected more and more by active commercial services. A priori, any of the allocated frequency
bands for Earth observation can be affected by RFI, however lower bands are more likely to be affected
because of the higher density of spectrum use. The most prominent example of a contaminated
band is the L-band (1.4 GHz), but RFI cases have also been reported at C-band (6.8 GHz) [4], X-band
(10.7 GHz) [5], and K-band (18.7 GHz) [6].

The presence of RFI signal increases the total power in the band, which translates into a positive
bias in the measured brightness temperature (BT). The final outcome of RFI contamination is that
an error is introduced in the geophysical variable being observed. For example, soil moisture maps
contaminated by RFI show apparent dryer soils than they actually are [7], while sea surface salinity
maps affected by (small) RFI show a lower salinity. Furthermore, typical RFI power levels are much
higher than the radiometric noise power, and MWR measurements are totally corrupted. According
to [8], the rationale is that natural Earth emissions are not expected to produce BT measurements that
exceed 330 K, but many RFI emissions are stronger than 500 K. Several publications from current
missions, such as SMOS [9] and SMAP [10], show antenna temperatures larger than 1000 K from high
contaminated areas such as Europe, Middle East, Eastern China, and Japan. However, weak RFI is
even more disturbing, as it is more difficult to detect, and often to eliminate, and pass undetected.

RFI signals disrupt all types of microwave radiometers. The most common distinction between
types of radiometers is their antenna configuration. Real aperture radiometers use a single antenna,
whereas synthetic aperture radiometers have an interferometric array of antennas. The different
antenna configuration distinguishes between the RFI mitigation techniques for real aperture, and
afterwards, extends them to the more complex case of synthetic aperture.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a review of RFI detection and mitigation
techniques in real aperture radiometers. Section 3 presents a discussion on RFI detection and mitigation
for real aperture radiometers. Section 4 provides a review of RFI detection and mitigation techniques
in synthetic aperture radiometers. Section 5 presents a discussion on RFI detection and mitigation for
synthetic aperture radiometers. Finally, Section 6 states the conclusions of this manuscript.

2. Review of RFI Detection and Mitigation Techniques in Real Aperture Radiometers

The literature on RFI detection and mitigation (D/M) in passive microwaves (radiometry and
GNSS-R) has consolidated a number of techniques in the past years. Any RFI mitigation technique
requires early detection of the presence of an RFI signal. The literature of RFI D/M covers several fields
such as microwave radiometry, radio astronomy, and navigation, however D/M in active microwave
sensors or communications is out of the scope of this review.

Existing D/M techniques can, first, be classified as follows:

• Parametric techniques designed to mitigate a particular type of RFI signal (e.g., a continuous wave
or CW signal);

• Nonparametric techniques agnostic of the particular type of RFI signal.
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These techniques can also be classified according to their domain of operation (see Figure 1) as
follows:

• Time domain, such as pulse blanking or time gating;
• Frequency domain, such as frequency blanking or adaptive notch filtering;
• Statistical domain, such as normality tests and goodness-of-fit tests;
• Polarimetry domain, such as Stokes parameters test or antennas with high cross-polar isolation;
• Space domain, such as beamforming or null-steering antennas.
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Figure 1. A five-dimensional Venn diagram illustrating the different classes of radio frequency
interference (RFI) detection and mitigation algorithms and their combinations. Two (red), three
(blue), four (green), and five (grey) class combinations are possible. The algorithms from top to
bottom correspond to: (top-left) pulse detection (temporal), (top-right) 3rd/4th Stokes RFI detection
(polarimetric), (middle-left and middle-right) spectrogram (temporal + spectral) and (bottom-center),
spectral kurtosis (temporal + spectral + statistical). Figure extracted from [11].

According to [11], the performance of each technique is highly dependent on the RFI scenario, for
example, power, number of simultaneous RFI signals, direction of arrival (DOA), time repeatability,
bandwidth, polarization, etc. Unfortunately, since there are many different types of RFI signals, and
they can coexist simultaneously, there is no optimum technique for all signals and a combination of
techniques must be implemented. Therefore, this explains the development of RFI D/M algorithms
that combine several domains such as:
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• Time-statistical, such as time kurtosis or amplitude domain processing (ADP) [12];
• Time-frequency, such as spectrogram blanking [13];
• Frequency-statistical, such as spectral kurtosis [14];
• Time-scale, such as wavelets [15];
• Time-frequency-scale, such as multiresolution Fourier transform [16] and wavelet packet

decomposition (WPD);
• Signal subspaces, such as Karhunen–Loève transform (KLT) [17] and principal component analysis

(PCA) [18];
• Time-space, such as adaptive beamforming and null-steering, space-and-time adaptive processing

(STAP), precoding [19], and independent component analysis (ICA) [20].

In most cases, the problem of RFI involves the detection of stochastic signals with, a priori,
unknown parameters. Therefore, the RFI detection criterion should be based on the Neyman–Pearson
hypothesis to test the discrimination between RFI-contaminated samples and RFI-clean samples
defined by a threshold value α. A tradeoff between the probability to detect RFIs (probability of
detection, PD) and the probability to eliminate RFI-clean data falsely (probability of false alarm, PFA)
must be accomplished. The PFA depends on the probability density function (PDF) of the received
signal in the absence of RFI. Thus, it is always determined since the RFI-free signal has a Gaussian
(i.e., normal) distribution in remote sensing (microwave radiometry) and almost Gaussian (SNR <<

0 dB) in GNSS applications. Note that Gaussian distribution applies to either samples of real signal
radiometers or each of the components of an I/Q front-end. Hence, if s[n] = s is the digital sampled
signal at the receiver, s follows a Gaussian distribution, and f (s) ∼ N (0, σ2) is the PDF of s, then,

PFA = P(s ≥ α) = Q
(
α

σ

)
(1)

where

Q(x) = 1−
1
2

[
1 + er f

(
x
√

2

)]
(2)

is the so-called Q-function defined as the tail probability of the standard normal distribution [21].
However, the undetermined parameters of the RFIs lead to a lack of knowledge of the PD.

There are several methods used to combat RFIs, but the choice of technique depends on several
factors such as cost, space constraints, power consumption, and the environment where they are
used [22]. A short summary of most well-known methods is presented in subsequent sections.

2.1. Time Domain Techniques

The time domain RFI mitigation algorithm is the simplest technique, because it only requires the
received signal s[n] to be sampled, and its power compared to a determined threshold α, which is
directly related to the power of the RFI-free signal [23]. Hence, the most straightforward case of this
technique would be to assign the output signal y[n] = f (s[n], α) as

y[n] =
{

s[n] i f s[n] ≤ α
0 otherwise

(3)

with α = σfree*f (PFA) being σfree the standard deviation of the RFI-free signal.
This type of RFI excision is most effective with strong and short (spikes) RFI bursts. Weak

and long-lasting RFI signals are more problematic because temporal domain threshold methods do
not work [23]. In addition, because the detected power is a smoothed (averaged) version of the
instantaneous one, if the duration of the RFI peaks is shorter than the integration time, they can pass
undetected [24].
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2.2. Frequency Domain Techniques

RFI signals that belong to the group of CW narrowband signals, with either fixed or variable
frequency, are very likely to be received in urban environments [25]. Two approaches are distinguished
inside the techniques devoted to detecting these kinds of signals.

2.2.1. Non-parametric Methods

This first group of techniques includes detection algorithms based on non-parametric spectral
estimation of the incoming signal, obtained by applying signal processing techniques such as the
periodogram [26,27] or simply the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In non-parametric methods, the
RFI excision is typically performed by comparing the spectrum of the received signal with a theoretical
threshold α usually determined according to a statistical model representing the received signal. In this
context, these mitigation techniques have the same effect as notch filtering removing the interference
frequency components.

Nevertheless, this approach cannot be considered the best option for non-stationary interference
removal. A real interference environment is characterized by the appearance of pulsed signals,
dynamics of interference, spectral characteristics changing quickly in time, and nonstationary behavior.
Therefore, the use of spectral techniques that represent the signal only in spectral domain becomes an
incomplete representation unable to follow the nonstationary nature of RFIs.

2.2.2. Parametric Methods

Model-based or parametric spectral estimators were proposed as a mitigation technique for
jammers generating chirp signals, typical of most recently available commercial jammers [25]. The
broadband nature of the chirp signal creates an average impact on the receiver similar to an increase in
the thermal noise floor. However, the chirp signal is instantaneously narrowband, and this feature
is exploited by a time-dependent notch filter [28]. For instance, in [29], an adaptive notch filter with
transfer function

Hn(z) =
1− z0[n]·z−1

1− k·z0[n]·z−1
(4)

where k is the pole contraction factor and z0[n] is the filter’s zero. This approach has been simulated
with successful results mitigating chirp RFIs in GNSS applications.

These adaptive notch filters are very effective for narrowband jammers and can be used in
applications that require low power and small size. Their main disadvantage is that they cannot be
used when the jammer does not have a predictable signal structure [18,25].

Frequently, these techniques can only track a CW signal. In [30], a two-pole notch filter coupled
with a detection unit has been used as a basic element for the design of a multipole filter capable of
efficiently removing more than one CW interference. The derived results provide useful information
for the design of mitigation and detection units based on the adaptive notch filters that result in a
computationally effective solution for CW interference mitigation.

2.3. Time-Frequency Space Techniques

Time-frequency space techniques are most widely used to detect and mitigate real nonstationary
RFI signals. This approach takes into account the coexistence of the RFI signals in both time and
frequency domains, thus, able to detect CW and pulsed signals simultaneously. Nevertheless, resolution
in temporal domain, σt, and in frequency domain, σw, are related and constrained by the so-called Gabor
limit [31] (the equivalent of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in the context of signal processing)
that satisfies

σ2
t ·σ

2
w ≥

1
4

(5)
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Furthermore, time-frequency space filtering tries to represent the received signal in such a way
that the jammer and the signal are more easily distinguished, particularly for narrowband RFI signals
due to the nature of the Fourier kernel in this transform [32]. Therefore, since the thermal noise is a
low power and wideband signal, the high-power jammer signals can usually be distinguished easily in
the time-frequency (TF) space [13].

Several TF distributions such as the spectrogram and Wigner–Ville distribution can be used to
represent the signal in time-frequency space. The only remaining problem is the correct selection of
the appropriate threshold to excise the jammer from the received signal to obtain the useful signal
by transforming it back to the time domain. In [33], the calculation of the threshold according to the
a priori probability of false alarm is explained. The main disadvantage of these methods is that the
RFI signal or jammer can be effectively separated only if its power is sufficiently stronger than the
radiometric signal itself.

2.3.1. Time-Frequency Implementations

The most common TF implementation forms are the following:
Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) STFT-based techniques are used for narrowband RFI and

they can be implemented in situations that require low power and small form factor devices. The
STFT [26] essentially consists of a moving window w[n] to weight a segment of the signal s[n], and
then takes the DFT of the windowed region. So that,

STFT
{
s[n]

}
≡ S(m, f ) = ΣN−1

n=0 s[n]·w[n−m]·e− j2π f n (6)

and the so-called spectrogram is defined as

Spectrogram
{
s[n]

}
≡

∣∣∣S(m, f )
∣∣∣2 (7)

This approach can adapt rapidly to changing environments. The signal is filtered in the
time-frequency space in order to remove the RFI components before being transformed back to
the time domain. Furthermore, the proper choice of the window function determines the spectral
leakage in the frequency-domain and the length of the temporal response [26].

Filter bank This technique has all the advantages of STFT and it can be implemented in situations
that require low power consumption, small size, and poor frequency resolution. Conversely, if a
high frequency resolution is desired, filter bank becomes inefficient due to the high number of filters
needed, whereas STFT tends to be optimum. In [34], the filter bank technique is used in a microwave
radiometer due to its good properties.

Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) The WVD is a TF distribution that belongs to the group of
quadratic time-frequency representations and it is based on the calculation of the Fourier transform (FT)
of the so-called ambiguity function (AF). The AF is a general representation of the signal autocorrelation
function for nonstationary stochastic processes. So that, if

AF(t, τ) = x
(
t +
τ
2

)
·x∗

(
t−
τ
2

)
(8)

the WVD yields to

WVD(t, τ) =
∫ +∞

−∞

x
(
t +
τ
2

)
·x∗

(
t−
τ
2

)
·e− j2π fτ (9)

The WVD does not suffer from leakage effects as the STFT does, thus, it provides the best spectral
resolution. However, if the analyzed signals contain several RFI signals, the WVD suffers from the
so-called cross terms. These cross terms can be partly suppressed by smoothing the WVD with low-pass
two-dimensional (2D) windows [35]. Furthermore, mitigated signals cannot be retrieved directly from
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WVD since it is a quadratic time-frequency representation, and its implementation is not as efficient as
the STFT in terms of hardware resources.

2.3.2. Time-Frequency Resolution

The amount of spectral leakage in the DFT output is determined by the selected window
coefficients. To illustrate this, let us consider the non-windowed processing, which is equivalent to
using a rectangular window. The Fourier transform of the rectangular window is a sinc function
with the first sidelobe 13 dB below the main lobe, and subsequent sidelobes falling off at 6 dB/octave.
Therefore, the signal’s energy spreads significantly across the spectrum and selecting a window with
lower sidelobes reduces the amount of spectral leakage, at the expense of a wider main lobe (i.e., poorer
frequency resolution).

According to [36], the Gaussian window is the most concentrated one in time and frequency,
simultaneously, and it achieves the uncertainty lower bound. However, it has a wider main lobe, and
thus offers poorer spectral resolution of nearby kernels. On the contrary, the rectangular window
provides the best spectral resolution of nearby kernels (since it has the narrowest main lobe), but
it is unusable in restricted bandwidth applications because the high sidelobe levels and spectral
leakage. Several other windows such as the triangle window, trapezoidal window, Hann window, and
Hamming window offer a tradeoff between the spectral resolution and spectral leakage, but they do
not have a constant time amplitude like the rectangular window. Eventually, in [37], a new family of
windows with minimum time-bandwidth product σt·σw for a given σt were derived from the Gaussian
window, surpassing in performance all popular windows including the truncated Gaussian window.

2.4. Other Transform-Based Techniques

As mentioned above, the number of potential combinations of different domains is large. This
subsection presents two of the most prominent examples beyond combinations using the frequency
domain. To perform RFI excision many subspace processing techniques can be applied. In these
cases, the estimation of the jammer signal can be obtained if the jammer signal is orthogonal to
the useful signal in such subspace [22]. Two of the most relevant of them are the wavelet and the
Karhunen–Loève transforms.

2.4.1. Wavelet Transform

Wavelet transform (WT) is a generalization of the linear transforms that have a kernel that is finite
time, such as the STFT.

The set of orthogonal basis functions employed for the computation of the STFT can be understood
as a set of bandpass filters with equal frequency bandwidths, representing a set of time windows with
equal duration. However, it is clear that high frequency phenomena require short windows in the time
domain to be observed, and low frequency phenomena require long windows. In other words, narrow
windows help to effectively localize the rapidly varying portion of the signals, at the expense of a loss
of information in the steady part of the signal, which is better characterized by longer windows.

In order to overcome the above issues, a set of functions is needed to better match the frequency
components of the signal. Thus, a transformation is needed based on windows which are functions
of both time and frequency in such a way that their bandwidths become narrower as the frequency
decreases. These requirements are accomplished by using basis functions to perform the WT. Eventually,
the frequency term is mostly replaced by a scaling operation to have a clear boundary to the Fourier
transformation [38]. The concept of non-constant division of a signal in frequency domain is summarized
in Figure 2.
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The application of WT for detection and mitigation purposes in navigation and Earth observation
have been studied deeply in [25,26,38–40]. However, WT with Fourier kernel (e.g., Gabor wavelet)
tested in [40] have the best detection performance for narrowband RFI signals.

2.4.2. Karhunen–Loève Transform

The Karhunen–Loève transform (KLT) is the unique subspace transform whose kernel is calculated
from its own input data [41]. This approach is also known as principal component analysis (PCA) or
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD). In [42,43], the performance of the KLT to detect weak RF signals is
analyzed, and how this technique can be extended to the GNSS scenario offering several advantages
with respect to the other approaches.

As compared to the DFT, the main advantages of the KLT are the following:

• The KLT performs equally well for narrowband and wideband signals, while the DFT is optimized
for narrowband signals only;

• When comparing the base functions of the KLT and the DFT, one realizes that the KLT is a
more flexible transform, as its basis functions can be of any form, resulting in a better signal
decomposition. On the contrary, the DFT kernel are limited to sinusoidal functions;

• As compared to the DFT, the KLT combines deterministic and stochastic signal analyses, which is
a very powerful and unique attribute. The KLT ranks the basis functions with respect to their
probable power contribution, thus, efficiently distinguishing the signal from the noise. This
means that the KLT can filter the signal keeping only the most interesting, non-stochastic part and
omitting the rest (i.e., background noise);

• Finally, the KLT is able to detect much weaker signals than the DFT [41]. Although it still has to
be confirmed in practical applications, it could have an enormous future potential.

The underlying idea of this method is the decomposition of the signal in a vector space using
eigenfunctions, which can have, in principle, any shape, and therefore can better adapt to the processed
signal. A noisy signal is characterized by a KLT with only small eigenvalues, therefore, the presence
of larger eigenvalues indicates the presence of deterministic signals buried in the noise. Indeed, the
most significant benefit of the KLT transform is its capability of successful detection. This technique
increases the detection performance not only of CW, but also to narrowband, wideband, and chirp
RFIs, which are usually arduous to handle.

Nevertheless, the most significant drawback of the KLT technique is its complexity and the
computational burden required to extract a very large number of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
A possible improvement is achieved by the bordered autocorrelation method KLT (BAM-KLT), which
in principle reduces the complexity but limits the detection performance [42].

An example of KLT application is found in [43], where a rank tracking device based on the
evaluation of the covariance matrix eigenvalues of the observed data record evaluate the number of
detected RFI signals.
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2.5. Statistical Domain Techniques

Since the RFI and the desired signal are assumed to be independent stochastic processes, they can
have different statistical properties that can be used to separate them. The statistical domain techniques,
also coined amplitude domain processing (ADP) in [44], are tools able to distinguish between samples
that belong to different statistical distributions. Normality tests are the most widely used and they
try to find out if a set of samples belongs (or how similar it is) to the normal (Gaussian) statistical
distribution. The rationale behind the use of normality tests to detect RFI in microwave radiometry, as
well as in navigation applications, is that the useful signals follow a zero mean Gaussian distribution,
whereas, in general, man-made RFI are non-Gaussian.

In [45], ten different normality tests were analyzed in terms of their RFI detection capability.
These tests were first validated in terms of sequence length and number of quantization bits in the
absence of interference. It was found that kurtosis is the best RFI detection algorithm for almost
all types of RFI, although it exhibits a blind spot for sinusoidal and chirp interfering signals of 50%
duty cycle [46]. Moreover, the above-mentioned study suggests that the Anderson–Darling (A-D) test
could be a complementary normality test that covers the kurtosis blind spot, and it has a very good
performance for all the studied sample sizes. Other known normality tests are the Shapiro–Wilk and
the Jarque–Bera, but they do not perform as well as the kurtosis test [45]. Examples of the kurtosis test
in combination with time-frequency techniques are found in [34].

Nevertheless, the combination of normality test techniques with other detection and mitigation
techniques can be troublesome. In addition, the Gabor limit is a well-known low boundary for the
product of time and frequency resolution, statistical, and other domains are also linked in some
way. This boundary is determined by the central limit theorem (CLT) [47]. For example, in [47], a
normality test is applied after a DFT and a FIR filter, respectively, without taking into account that
these transformations introduce a normalization effect in the original samples due to the CLT. In some
way, the product between the resolution in the statistical and time domains has a lower boundary as in
the TF case.

Moreover, another approach for the normality tests is shown in [44] where ADP techniques modify
the amplitude of each digital sample in such a way that non-Gaussian interferences are suppressed,
resulting in an improvement in SNR. The calculation of the optimal non-linear mapping is based on
the statistical decision theory and acts to de-emphasize those samples in which signal detection is
unlikely. To calculate the nonlinear mapping, the signal’s amplitude probability density function has
to be estimated. One of the main advantages of the amplitude domain processing is that it can reject
very fast sweeping interferences, as it does not need to track the interference frequency.

Statistical techniques can also be applied in the frequency-domain. For example, the spectral
kurtosis is a statistical quantity that is low when data is stationary and Gaussian, and high at transients,
therefore, it can be used to detect and locate nonstationary or non-Gaussian behavior. This technique
has been proposed to detect or mitigate RFI in ESA CHIME mission [48].

2.6. Spatial Domain Techniques

Adaptive antennas use spatial domain filtering techniques to cancel the RFI signal. As in
adaptive filtering, these techniques are based on the optimization cost function and can be adapted
for narrowband and wideband RFI signals. However, they are able to handle a large number of RFI
signals in different locations simultaneously, as the maximum number of nulls in the antenna pattern
is determined by the number of antenna elements [49]. The two basic approaches to spatial filtering
are null steering and beamforming [22] described as follows:

• Null steering uses the simple concept that remote sensing signals are much below the thermal
noise level, and hence any signal that has a power above the thermal noise has to be an interfering
signal. The antennas in the array are weighted so that any particular signal can be canceled. Null
steering constantly computes the weights in order to minimize the received energy level. In effect,
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this technique attempts to steer the antenna away from the RFI source. This method has the
disadvantage of potentially reducing the signal level.

• Beamforming tries to adjust the antenna in order to maximize the SNR. In effect, the antenna beam
is steered in the direction of the desired signal. If the direction to the desired source is known,
beamforming can effectively maximize the SNR. It is, however, possible to end up in situations
where the RFI source is in the same direction as the signal source.

Spatial filters reject the interference in angle, rather than time or frequency, and they can achieve
large mitigation margins against most interference waveforms, including broadband noise. Spatial
filters require multi-element antenna arrays, which are significantly larger and heavier than single
element antennas. This leads to a system that can cancel up to the number of elements in the antenna
minus one [22]. Combining spatial and frequency filtering allows nulls to be steered in both angle
and frequency.

For example, in [50], a number of requirements for GNSS antennas are derived in order to ensure
that critical infrastructure timing receivers have access to a sufficient number of satellites to derive
resilient time and frequency, while placing a null in the gain pattern in the direction of the horizon and
around all azimuth angles to suppress ground-based interference.

2.7. Polarization Domain Techniques

Polarization domain techniques use the unique physical property of the electromagnetic fields, the
polarization, to distinguish between RFI or useful signals. In conventional radiometry, the monitoring
of the third and fourth elements of the Stokes parameters of the data coming from a dual-linear
polarization antenna can be a very simple solution for the detection of RFI signals. As compared to
spatial filters, the main advantage of this technique is that it only requires a single antenna element
(with dual polarization), and therefore it is significantly lighter and cheaper. However, as in the
statistical domain case, polarization techniques can only be used to eliminate an entire set of samples.

3. Discussion on Real Aperture Radiometers RFI Detection and Mitigation

3.1. Assessment of RFI Mitigation Techniques

In [33], the optimum D/M technique for each type of RFI is analyzed and quantified in terms of
the residual RFI temperature in Kelvin, with respect to the input RFI equivalent noise temperature in
Kelvin. Results are summarized in Figure 3.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 22 
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In [33], a novel method for D/M in the time, frequency, and scale domains, namely multiresolution
Fourier transform (MFT), is presented as well, as a good tradeoff for all types of RFI. The results are
shown in Figure 4.
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signals (extracted from [33]).

The above techniques can or must be combined with two or more other domains in order to
be as efficient as possible. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, it is clear that to improve the overall RFI
D/M performance a combination of different techniques must be included, notably the MFT, pulse
blanking (for pulsed signals), and frequency blanking (for CW and narrowband signals). These can
also be combined with statistical techniques (kurtosis and Anderson–Darling to avoid kurtosis blind
spots [45]), and polarimetry techniques (measurement of the third and fourth Stokes parameters).

RFI D/M algorithms (usually) require real-time operation, which adds a new variable to take
into account during the selection of the proper algorithm, i.e., the computational burden. It must
be stated that all the above algorithms have been developed for real-aperture radiometers (or GNSS
receivers) operating in real time, but, in principle, not for correlation radiometers (e.g., SMOS) that
require the complex cross-correlation of two different signals. This brings another step of complexity
as the signals to be correlated must be “cleaned” first, but some tests can be shared for all receivers in
order to optimize the overall implementation.

3.2. Quantization and Sampling Effects

The impact of quantization and sampling has been studied in the literature separately. In [51],
the impact of a general quantization scheme was expressed and analyzed as a nonlinear transformation.

It was found that, despite signal, quantization can significantly alter the value of the ideal
cross-correlation (ρxy), it is possible to recover it from the measured one (Rxy) using then the function
ρxy = q−1 [Rxy], which can always be computed numerically. Recall that signal power is equal to
the autocorrelation value at the origin ρxx (0). In synthetic aperture radiometers (Section 4) the
cross-correlation function ρxy(τ) is of outmost importance, and therefore it is very important to be able
to recover the ideal correlation from the measured one for the particular quantization scheme used.

In [51] it was also found that there is an optimum configuration of the VADC/σx,y for each
quantization scheme, that minimizes the correlation error. Additionally, quantization decreases the
radiometric resolution, because it distorts and spreads the cross-correlation spectrum.

The spectrum of the cross-correlation function is also impacted by sampling, and depending on
the sampling rate, replicas of the spectrum can overlap the main spectrum, even above the Nyquist
criterion, due to spectrum spreading as a result of the nonlinear quantization process. This impacts the
SNR, and therefore the radiometric resolution.
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Finally, quantization and sampling were studied together to determine their impact on the
variance of the measurements. Results showed that it strongly depends on the relationship between
the bandwidth of the cross-correlation and the sampling rate. By increasing sampling rates, successive
samples become more correlated, adding less new information, and therefore the variance decreases
more slowly.

In [52], published in this Special Issue, the authors studied the impact of signal quantization on the
performance of RFI mitigation algorithms. The one-bit quantization produces the strongest “clipping”
of the amplitude signal, and the largest spectrum spreading. Since the amplitude information is lost,
the instantaneous power information is also lost.

The optimum performance of mitigation algorithms is hampered by clipping because it affects
the energy content of the signal, impairing RFI mitigation for large RFI powers. Pulse blanking is the
exception to this, with a performance comparable to the unquantized case, even at high INR. Other
mitigation algorithms, however, can only correct RFI up to an INR of ~6 to ~10 dB, and therefore
clipping must be avoided as much as possible.

Automatic gain control systems are conceived to prevent clipping by adapting the input signal
level to the dynamic range of the quantizer. However, since the number of bits is finite, as RFI
power increases, quantization can no longer reproduce the radiometric signal itself, but only the
RFI, degrading the performance of the mitigation technique. This effect, called ”underquantization”,
strongly depends on the number of bits considered. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between system
complexity and operating range of the RFI mitigation algorithms. ”Underquantization”, however,
significantly degrades performance with respect to fixed VADC for three- and four-bit quantizers.

In addition, it has been demonstrated, due to clipping effects that are unavoidable using AGC
systems, that one-bit quantization prevents using time and frequency mitigation methods, regardless
of RFI power or other system parameters.

Figure 5, extracted [52], shows two spectrograms that illustrate the effect of spectrum spreading
with one-bit quantization. In both cases, the RFI signal corresponds to a real-valued chirp-type RFI
signal (symmetric with respect to the center of the frequency axis) with Gaussian band-limited noise.
The vertical axis corresponds to digital frequency, the horizontal axis to samples, and the color scale is
power in arbitrary dB. The first spectrogram approximates well to the ideal case (double precision in
MATLAB), while the second spectrogram was obtained after the one-bit quantization of the signal.
It can be observed how an RFI that could be located in the time-frequency space with certain precision
is spread throughout the spectrum. It should be noted that temporary variations of power can be
observed, but always after integration, therefore, the RFI signals that show fast pulsed power variations
will be masked by the effect of quantization.
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4. Review of RFI Detection and Mitigation Techniques in Synthetic Aperture Radiometers

The main differences between synthetic and real aperture radiometers are the following [53]:
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• Real aperture radiometers refer to those that have a single antenna whose aperture determines how
effective it is at receiving electromagnetic radiation power from a given direction. The antenna
“effective area” is the physical area that intercepts the same amount of power from the wavefront.

• Synthetic aperture radiometers refer to those that use multiple small antennas and interferometric
signal processing (basically the complex cross-correlation of the signals collected by each pair
of antennas) to obtain the resolution of a single large antenna. The synthetic aperture approach
overcomes the barriers that the physical size of the antenna places on passive microwave remote
sensing from space, as it replaces an unrealistically large antenna with an array of small antennas,
eventually even in different platforms.

Finally, both real and synthetic aperture radiometers can be fully polarimetric, or not. From the
point of view of RFI D/M techniques, a synthetic aperture radiometer is seen, before the complex
cross-correlations among all signal pairs are performed, as a collection of real aperture radiometers.
As such, all the techniques listed above can be used. However, notably, the casuistic may be different as
in a synthetic aperture radiometer the antennas have a modest directivity, and therefore, the received
power from a given RFI source is smaller, although it will be “seen” during a longer period of time.

Cooperative detection approaches can also be implemented as basically the same RFI signal
is collected by all antenna elements, as they are physically close, and within a maximum delay
smaller than the coherence time (Tcoh ≈ 1/B, being B the noise bandwidth). For example, the simplest
cooperative example may be applying pulse blanking; if an unusual large power is detected in one of
the antennas, samples from all antennas are removed at the corresponding time.

However, although cooperative RFI mitigation can be applied in the simplest time, frequency,
and statistical domain algorithms it is not feasible in other approaches or in a multi-domain approach.
Therefore, the RFI mitigation must be applied to the signal received from each single antenna element
before the cross-correlations are computed, otherwise it will contaminate all the cross-correlations pairs
in which this contaminated signal is participating. It must be highlighted too that the dynamic range of
the RFI signals that can be mitigated is strongly related to the number of bits used in the quantization
process and the use, or not, of an AGC. For example, if the number of bits is low, and there is a strong
RFI, the noise signal to be correlated is totally masked by the RFI, and either the correlation is that of
the RFI signal, or if cleaned, the cross-correlation will be zero, as the noise signal will lie under the
quantization noise.

Moreover, synthetic aperture radiometers allow for additional RFI mitigation techniques after
correlation. If i and q are the in-phase and quadrature components of the received signals, subscripts 1
and 2 indicate the receivers’ numbers, and r and s indicate the polarization of the receiving antenna,
the following properties must be satisfied if there is no RFI:

• i1,r·i2,r = q1,r·q2,r and/or i1,r·q2,r = −q1,s·i2,s. This condition is satisfied by only Gaussian signals
such as thermal noise.

•

∣∣∣i1,r·i j,s
∣∣∣, ∣∣∣q1,r·q j,s

∣∣∣ ≈ 0, and/or
∣∣∣i1,r·q j,s

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣q1,r·i j,s
∣∣∣ ≈ 0, for j = 1,2. This condition indicates that there

are anomalously large third and fourth Stokes parameters either in the autocorrelation (j = 1) or in
the cross-correlation (j = 2), whereas thermal emission from natural sources has a very small third
Stokes parameter, and a negligible fourth Stokes one.

• i j,r(t)·i j,r(t + τ) and/or q j,r(t)·q j,r(t + τ) must have the shape of the ideal fringe-washing
function [53], if not, the inverse function used ρxy = q−1 [Rxy] is not performing.

• A last family of RFI D/M techniques can be applied after the image reconstruction process.
• An important and subtle difference between real and synthetic aperture radiometers, lies in the

fact that the width of the synthetic solid angle of the synthetic aperture radiometer is much
smaller than the antenna solid angles of each of the individual antennas forming the array.
Therefore, when RFI signals are collected by the individual antennas of the synthetic aperture
radiometer, the increase of the antenna temperature is much smaller than its real aperture antenna
counterpart, and it is often hardly detected. Therefore, quantization and clipping effects are not
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as noticeable. For example, in the case of ESA SMOS mission, the individual antenna elements
have an antenna beamwidth of ~70◦ [54], and in NASA SMAP mission ~2.7◦ [55]. Therefore, an
RFI source producing a 1000 K antenna temperature increase in SMAP, would produce just a
1000 K (2.7◦/70◦)2

≈ 1.5 K antenna temperature increase in SMOS individual antennas, as shown
in Figure 3, which are hardly detectable and mitigable, except for pulsed or CW RFI signals.

Typically, the intensity of the RFI source only becomes visible after it is magnified during the image
reconstruction process, and abnormal high brightness temperature spots appear in the synthetic image.

These last family of algorithms is based either on the detection of high brightness temperature
values and subtracting the visibilities of an equivalent point source (e.g., Figure 6 [56]) or disk
(Figure 7 [57]) at the same position and with an intensity such that the error is minimized (e.g., Figure 6);
or on the formation of a synthetic beam that exhibits nulls in the directions of the RFI source (Figure 8
showing the residual error as a function of the geo-localization error and Figure 9 sample RFI mitigated
SMOS imagery, both [58] or in more sophisticated methods that form the image over the pixels
(“nodes”) that are less affected by RFI (Figure 10 [59]). In the first three cases, the whole radiometric
information from those particular areas and most of the regions affected by the tails of the “impulse
response” of the system is lost, while after mitigation, most of it becomes useful.
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Figure 7. RFI detection and mitigation algorithm performance: (left) SMOS dual-pol L1b image
with RFI, (center) SMOS RFI-cleaned L1b image, and (right) detected RFI map. Most RFI sources
are attenuated despite there are some not completely removed or as in (center) they have been
over-compensated (from Figure 13a of [57]).
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In addition, with an imaging instrument, RFI detection and localization (D/L) techniques
(e.g., MUSIC algorithm [60]) can also be applied to achieve a higher geolocalization accuracy and input
these positions in the above algorithms. The performance can be improved even further by averaging
multiple observations derived with the MUSIC algorithm, achieving accuracies on the order of 1 to
2 km [60]. This process is illustrated in Figures 11–13.

5. Discussion on Synthetic Aperture Radiometers RFI Detection and Mitigation

So far, SMOS has been the only synthetic aperture radiometer onboard a satellite mission. Due to
the large number of correlators only one-bit (two levels) correlators can be implemented, and this is
even more true for planned missions with even a larger number of antenna elements and correlators.

However, as mentioned before, the one-bit quantization makes the RFI detection/mitigation
more difficult. At some point, it can completely prevent removal of the RFI power out of the desired
radiometric noise. A better scenario would be to apply the mitigation algorithm to a quantized signal
with multiple bits, and then quantize the already mitigated signal to one bit. However, if the one-bit
quantization scheme is immovable, then the alternatives that can be applied to mitigate the RFI signal
at different stages are the following:

Using the power measurement system or PMS (diode detector in each receiver, acting as a total
power radiometer, which is required to denormalize the cross-correlations computed at one bit):

• Mitigation with pulse blanking involves removing samples when the power is above a certain
threshold. Fast pulses are not detected if the integration time is too long, but it must be adjusted
to respond to arbitrary short pulses, at the expense of a larger noise, i.e., and increased false
alarm rate. In any case, averaging of the RFI-free detected voltages is advisable to recover
radiometric sensitivity.

• Detection with kurtosis and/or exponential test analyzes if the PMS signal contains signals that
are not Gaussian.

At signal before the correlator quantized to one bit:

• Mitigation with frequency blanking or spectrogram blanking eliminates parts of the spectrum
where more RFI power is concentrated. The performance is degraded with respect to the multibit
case by the spectrum broadening (e.g., Figure 5).

• Detection with spectral kurtosis is the same principle as in the case of the PMS signal, with the
same limitations as in the previous case.

• Multiple antenna outputs could, in principle, be used to reduce noise and improve the estimates.
However, taking into account that the antenna noise is highly correlated, and only the receivers’
noise is uncorrelated from one antenna element to another one, the variance reduction due to
averaging does not decrease as 1/N.

After correlator, the RFI signal cannot be mitigated any more.

• RFI can be detected by analyzing the third and fourth Stokes parameters. A polarimetric
analysis detects if the radiometric signal is contaminated by RFI, but only data frames as a whole
are discarded.

• The use of multiple antenna outputs. After image formation, several algorithms [56–59] have
been developed to mitigate the RFI sources during the image formation process. To do that
most effectively, the geolocation of the RFI sources must be known beforehand. To achieve this,
repeated-pass MUSIC-based algorithms have been developed achieving accuracies in the order of
1 to 2 km [60].
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Figure 11. First row: SMOS BT images (a and b). Second row: MUSIC spectrum estimated from same
visibility samples (c and d). Third row: MUSIC spectrum after top-hat transform (e and f). To increase
the contrast, first column shows normalized and log-scaled values (a,c,e), i.e., spectra in dB. Second
column shows a three-dimensional view of spectra in linear scale (b,d,f) (from Figure 4 of [60]).
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Figure 13. (a) Sample multiple-snapshot processing. Blue and red dots denote all RFI spots and selected
ones, respectively. Selected bins depicted by green boxes. Bin size of 20 km × 20 km and a hit rate of
30% used (from Figure 6 of [56]). (b) Sample results for RFI source detection using SMOS BT maps,
multiple-snapshot processing using three different overpasses, and true location of RFI source #14
(from Figure 8 of [60]).
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6. Conclusions

This paper has reviewed the different techniques to detect and mitigate RFI in real and synthetic
aperture microwave radiometers. Since there is no single technique that copes with all types of RFI
sources, a combination of different techniques must be used to effectively protect against RFI. Currently,
these techniques are more mature in real aperture radiometers, and after the NASA SMAP mission,
most microwave radiometry missions which include bands under K-band are incorporating some
of these algorithms. Synthetic aperture radiometers are younger and less mature. However, after
SMOS sufferings from RFI, a number of techniques have been reviewed, new ones have been proposed
(Section 4), and detection/mitigation techniques after the image reconstruction process have all been
reviewed together because the accuracy of the mitigation relies on accurate RFI geolocation, in which
MUSIC-type algorithms outperform. Finally, the limitations introduced by the use of one bit and
level two samples are discussed, and although a multi-bit sampling scheme would be beneficial, RFI
detection and mitigation at one bit and level two is still feasible.
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